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From Le Code Noir to the New Black Codes 
A long history of justifying violence against Black people for minor infractions and 
perceived insubordination remains firmly lodged within U.S. culture and society 

by Kai Chang 

 

The relentless trickle of viral videos depicting violence 

against Black people, far from a historical aberration or 

postmodern product of the social media age, is a 

continuation and outgrowth of European and North 

American ideologies which have been articulated and 

practiced since at least the 17th century. A long history of 

justifying violence against Black people for minor 

infractions and perceived insubordination remains firmly 

lodged within the foundations of U.S. culture and society.  

 In 1685, King Louis XIV of France issued a royal 

decree titled Le Code Noir — The Black Code — which 

would become an influential building block in shaping 

modern race relations, as surely as Jean-Jacques 

Rousseau’s writings on The Social Contract influenced 

The Declaration of Independence. Designed to formalize 

the legal treatment of Black people in France’s slave-

labor colonies, Le Code Noir established point-by-
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dehumanizing-point the ways in which white masters could control and punish Black subjects. 

 Europeans had of course practiced slavery since antiquity, from ancient Greece to 14th 

century “Slav markets” (from which the word “slave” derives). Up until the 15th century, 

Europeans for the most part enslaved other Europeans. However, something changed in the 16th 

century: European powers began building colonial empires on the labor of slaves kidnapped 

from West Africa, giving birth to modern white supremacism and the carefully-crafted existential 

notion that Black people were uniquely destined for a life of subservience. 

~ ~ ~ 

Le Code Noir prescribed chaining, beating, branding, and killing Black slaves for various 

offenses ranging from theft to attempted escape. Under no circumstances could slaves 

congregate, engage in business, or pass on property to their kin. If a white man had a child by a 

Black slave, the child would be seized and the man fined; whereas if a white woman had a child 

with a Black slave, the child would be free.  

 Importantly, Le Code Noir contained many provisions regarding free Blacks and les gens de 

couleurs, people of mixed race. For example, free Blacks who harbored a fugitive slave could be 

beaten by the slave’s white master. However, Le Code Noir also contained loopholes through 

which slaves and their descendants could gain a degree of freedom, and granted free Blacks and 

gens de couleurs, including women, a limited set of legal rights: they could petition the 

government, argue in court, run businesses, accumulate wealth, and inherit property.  

 In the 18th century, Saint-Domingue — present-day Haiti — was the crown jewel of France’s 

colonial empire, the world’s most valuable colony, the largest exporter of the era’s most highly 

prized commodity: sugar. The booming sugar economy launched thousands of ships from Port-

au-Prince to New York, London, and Bordeaux, generating vast wealth through a slave system 

unparalleled in its sadistic cruelty. At one point, Saint-Domingue accounted for one third of the 

entire Atlantic slave trade, importing up to 40,000 slaves per year, most of whom were worked to 

death within 10 years. 

 At the same time, under Le Code Noir, Saint-Domingue boasted the largest and wealthiest 

free population of color in the Caribbean (estimated at 28,000 in 1789), many of whom were of 
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mixed African and European ancestry. Women of color fared particularly well for the times; they 

owned shops, wore the latest Paris fashions, went to the opera, and were on average more 

financially independent than white women, to the point that some white men arriving on the 

island sought to marry mixed-race women for money. While the free Black and mixed-race 

communities surely regarded themselves as quite distinct from the slave population, many were 

also less than sympathetic to the white slave-owning class and helped orchestrate and support the 

Haitian Revolution. 

 In the 1790s, buffeted by maroons and buccaneers, Saint-Domingue’s white minority lost 

control. The Haitian Revolution became the first and only slave-led revolt to achieve national 

independence in 1804, defeating Napoleon’s army and earning the eternal punitive wrath of 

Europe’s and North America’s white rulers. In a sense, Haiti became a national metaphor for 

Black rebellion in defiance of white supremacism: it had to be severely restricted, politically 

manipulated, put in its place, punished as a lesson. 

~ ~ ~ 

Fearing a similar slave revolt in the U.S., president Thomas Jefferson refused to recognize 

Haitian independence and imposed a trade embargo against the new republic, determined then as 

now to keep Haiti mired in poverty. However, Jefferson seized the opportunity to negotiate the 

Louisiana Purchase, taking advantage of France’s Haitian defeat and subsequent retreat from the 

New World, acquiring the vast swath of land from New Orleans to North Dakota for a clearance-

sale price of $15 million. 

 The Louisiana Purchase came with 60,000 inhabitants, half of whom were Black or mixed 

race, including many from Haiti. France’s conundrum in governing free people of color was thus 

inherited by the U.S., where Le Code Noir evolved into the Black Codes. 

 The U.S. already had extensive “slave codes”, which for example forbade slaves from 

leaving their master’s land, learning to read or write, possessing weapons, testifying against 

white people, or wearing clothing other than “Negro cloth”. However, the Black Codes which 

passed into law after the Emancipation Proclamation and the Civil War were intended to control, 

restrict, and subjugate free African Americans.  
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 These Codes established absurdly broad “vagrancy laws” which allowed local authorities to 

harass and arrest Black folks for minor infractions, real or concocted, such as failing to produce 

tax receipts or evidence of employment. Those taken into custody could then be forced into 

involuntary labor under the convict lease system; also known as “slavery by another name”. The 

Black Codes included anti-miscegenation laws which banned marriage between Blacks and 

whites; commercial laws which blocked Black artisans and entrepreneurs from various trades 

and businesses; property laws which prohibited Blacks from buying or leasing land; and civic 

laws which denied Black people access to public spaces. 

 While Southern states generally had more extreme, draconian Black Codes, Northern states 

passed laws to discourage Blacks fleeing the South from settling in the North. For example, 

Indiana’s Constitution declared that “No Negro or Mulatto shall come into, or settle in, the State, 

after the adoption of this Constitution.” The state of Illinois prohibited any Black persons from 

outside of the state from remaining within the state for more than 10 days; those who overstayed 

their 10 days would be arrested, fined, and deported back to the South. 

 To some extent, the Codes were an economic ploy to maintain a cheap, marginalized labor 

force. More fundamentally, the Black Codes attempted to perpetuate Black subjugation and 

cement in place a twisted view of African Americans as merely escaped slaves, essentially 

criminalizing African ancestry and denying Black humanity. 

~ ~ ~ 

Following the Reconstruction era, the Black Codes took their next evolutionary step by 

manifesting as Jim Crow segregation and the terrorist Ku Klux Klan. From the late 1800s 

through the early 1900s, some 4,000 African American women, children, and men were lynched; 

sometimes arbitrarily; oftentimes for perceived violations of new, largely unwritten Black Codes, 

such as admiring a white woman or making inappropriate eye contact with a white man.  

 During that time, hundreds of towns and cities across the U.S. became “sundown towns”; 

that is, white enclaves which people of color had to leave by sundown or face white terrorism. In 

order to help African Americans safely navigate the country, New York City mailman Victor H. 

Green began publishing an annual guide called The Negro Motorist Green Book, which steered 
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travelers toward Black-friendly businesses and 

away from whites-only hotels, restaurants, gas 

stations, and generally hostile areas. The Green 

Book became known as “the Bible of Negro 

travel during Jim Crow”, demonstrating the 

extent to which written and, even more so, 

unwritten Black Codes still ruled U.S. society with a simmering threat of violence. 

 The Civil Rights Act of 1964 nominally banned racial discrimination and ended the Jim 

Crow era; but what about the unwritten Black Codes? Countless activists have worked tirelessly 

to expose and combat racism in the decades since the Civil Rights movement; yet it seems clear 

that New Black Codes persist. They morph and re-manifest in ever-evolving forms, designed 

now as before to control and subjugate Black people. 

 When Reagan attacked “welfare queens” and defended “states rights”, he was sending a clear 

signal that African Americans were depraved freeloaders benefiting from white over-generosity 

which must be halted; and that despite federal civil rights laws, Southern states reserved the right 

to continue their longstanding racist practices. Such views took an even more sinister turn during 

the Clinton years, when Princeton professor John J. DiIulio drummed up a media craze and 

public panic about a demographic explosion of “superpredators”: lawless, amoral Black teens 

and pre-teens who roved the streets in feral gangs and maimed, raped, and killed without a 

second thought. Criminologists predicted an inevitable bloodbath of barbaric Black violence in 

city streets. Black boys in hoodies became feared villains in the white imagination. 

 The superpredator panic — though thoroughly discredited, debunked, and recanted within a 

few years — nevertheless set the stage for sweeping policies which remain in place: mandatory 

minimums; three-strikes laws; broken-windows stop-and-frisk policing; lower ages for 

prosecuting children as adults; all leading to the booming prison-industrial complex. 

 You can practically draw a straight line from the superpredator myth to the killings of 

Trayvon Martin, Michael Brown, Tamir Rice, Amadou Diallo, and countless others. In fact, you 

can draw a line all the way from Le Code Noir to a cop dragging a Black schoolgirl across the 

floor at Spring Valley High School. 
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~ ~ ~ 

Today’s New Black Codes remain unwritten, but they exist as surely as the unwritten rules of 

baseball or hockey. We see them in action every time the media launches a scavenger hunt for 

minor transgressions in a Black victim’s past in order to justify, mitigate, or explain violence. We 

see them in action when Black protests and political uprisings are described as “riots” by “thugs” 

and “looters”. 

 We see the New Black Codes in the targeted, overly harsh discipline brought down on Black 

students in underfunded U.S. public schools. Statistics abound confirming that Black students 

face suspensions and expulsions at disproportionate rates, with racial disparities even more 

pronounced for Black girls. Public schools increasingly rely on police patrols and zero-tolerance 

discipline, leading to growing numbers of school-based arrests which draw kids into the criminal 

justice system. 

 Just as slave labor morphed into the convict lease system, today we have the school-to-prison 

pipeline; perhaps most disturbingly illustrated by the “kids for cash” scandal in 2008, when two 

federal judges in Pennsylvania pleaded guilty to taking millions of dollars in bribes from the 

builders and owners of a private for-profit detention center, in return for sentencing kids to 

extended stays in juvenile detention, for infractions as minor as trespassing and mocking a 

school principal on MySpace. The vast majority of students who enter the juvenile justice system 

never finish high school. The prison-industrial complex awaits them. 

 We see the New Black Codes in action when the rallying cry “Black Lives Matter” triggers 

reflexive discomfort and hostility, and the ridiculous dilution to “All Lives Matter”, as though to 

admonish Black folks for making themselves too central in their demand for human rights after 

four centuries of terrorism. 

 Two days after the Spring Valley High video went viral, County Sheriff Leon Lott continued 

to lay blame on the teenager: “She was very disrespectful, she started this whole incident with 

her actions.” The still-unnamed schoolgirl has been suspended and currently faces 90 days in jail 

and a lifetime entanglement with the criminal justice system, as does her classmate Niya Kenny 
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who tried to defend her. Meanwhile, school resource officer Ben Fields has been fired; but not 

for excessive force, merely for improper technique. Lott explained:  

When you arrest someone who does not have a weapon, you never let go of that subject. 
You remain in control of them, the person you're trying to arrest. When he threw her 
across the room, he lost control of her. That's not acceptable. That's what violated our 
policy. 

That’s right: Ben Fields was fired not for needlessly brutalizing a Black schoolgirl, but for losing 

control of her. 
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